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A Few Words from the Editors
Greetings! It is a brilliantly sunny day in San Francisco. It's just past
the Spring Equinox, most of the fruit trees have flowered, and our morris
teams are madly learning dances and setting up gigs for May and June.
A firring time [0 be typesetting a morris newslerrer, even if the main
subject is the winter version!
In this issue, as promised, we are publishing the typescripts from
two of rhe rhree ralks given ar "Border Morris-Roors and Revival."
This workshop was presented on February 29rh, 1992, bur rhe talks have
nor been published before. Sreve Cunio, our contacr in the UK for these
papers, has provided us with a descriprion of the workshop, which is
on rhe nexr page.
Roy Dommen's ralk did a lot ro ser rhe historical background of
Border morris. We have added some annotarions (which appear in
brackets), to clarifY a few acronyms, etc., thar may be obscure to Ameri
can audiences, bur have otherwise left rhe rexr prerty much as ir was
presented. He also showed some drawings of Border kirs, which we will
nor reproduce here; if you are interesred, we suggesr you acquire Dave
Jones' book, The Roots o/Welsh Border Morris.
John Kirkparrick's piece bears some resemblance to his article, "Bor
dering on the Insane," which we reprinted in the last AMN. However,
in his ralk, he filled in a lot of derails for which he presumably did nor
have space in the original. Before he gave us our copy, he wrote in a few
notes, which we have included in brackers.
We are hoping to have rhe rhird talk ready for publication in Vol
ume 23, Number 2.
We also have two book reviews: Jeremy Kessler's well thoughr our
review ofJohn Forresr's new book, The History o/Morris Dancing, 1458
1750; and Sue Dupre's careful review of Elaine Bradrke's monograph,

Truculent Rustics.
While we're doing all rhis free advertising, we'd also like to pur in a
plug for an excellent new on-line rag about morris and sword. It is called
Shave the Donkey, and is published by Simon Pipe (he who keeps win
ning rhe solo jig comperirion at Sidmourh), Mark Rogers, and The
Ourside Capering Crew. You may find Shave the Donkey at <http://
www.capers.co.uk/donkey/>.
Enjoy your Spring and Summer!
Jocelyn & Perer
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Border Morris-Roots and Revival
Introduction by Steve Cunio
The three articles in this series on Border morris were originally given
as talks at a one-day workshop run by the Morris Federation, entitled
"Border Morris- Roots and Revival." The original intention of this
event was to present views of the history of Morris dancing in the Welsh
Border counties from the earliest records to the present day explosion
of Border teams. The three speakers were to have been John Kirkpatrick,
Dave Jones, and Gordon Ashman.
John Kirkpatrick is the founder of the Shropshire Bedlams, as well
as being a noted singer and musician in his own right. He moved to
Shropshire in the 1970s and had the opportunity to start a morris team
with a completely clean sheet. The resulting team, although inspired
by the morris and the music from the area, was nothing like anything
anyone had seen before, and has directly led to the vast increase in the
number of teams dancing Border morris today.
Gordon was the squire ofthe lronmen morris team, from lronbridge
in Shropshire, and was the driving force that changed them from a very
ordinary Cotswold team to one of the most influential Border teams
around. He became very interested in the early accounts of morris in
the area and has given lectures and written articles on the subject.
Dave Jones was a similar influence in changing Silurian Morris Men
(from Ledbury in Herefordshire) from a Cotswold to a Border team.
He too became inrerested in the historical material, but his published
work was more interested in the dances themselves. He did some col 
lecting from the remaining dancers and other people who knew them ,
in particular from Bill Scarrott of Pershore. Dave's last team were the
Old Wonder Not For Joes, based largely on the material from Bill.
Unfortunately, Dave died of a brain tumour while this event was being
organised. He was ably replaced by Roy Dommen, who also has a strong
interest in the dances of the area. Roy will need little inrroduction to
many readers, but his work with the Border morris, particularly in the
early days, has probably been under appreciated.
The three presen r- r< thus provided a continuous history from the
earliest records, through the material collected from the old dancers
themselves, to the modern phenomenon that is Border morris. The day
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then concluded with a-sometimes heated-discussion, which contin
ued into the evening in the local pub.
Finally, mention must be made of Mike Salter, the then secretary
of Open Morris , who found and booked the hall and provided the re
freshments throughout the day. There were probably two or three times
as many people as he had expected and he did a sterling job under very
difficult circumstances.

Many thanks to William Brown for all the Border morris artwork
in this issue. William (" Bill") Brown is an illustrator and cartoonist
whose work appears nati onally. He has been a member of the Foggy
Bottom Morris Men (Washington, DC) for about 20 years, serving as
squire since 1995, and he may be a member of the mysterious Mason
D ixon Border Morris.
AMN 23 No I .:. 3 .:. Spring 2000

THE COLLECTED BO RDER MORRIS

A Talk by Roy Dommett

WHERE ARE THE WRITTEN RESOURCES?
The existing material on (he Border Morris is neither very voluminous
nor accessible. The first publication of any dance was in Miss Leather's
Folklore ofHerefordshire. She and others had led Cecil Sharp to some
contacts, the results of which can be found in his MSS [manuscripts]
and Field Notebooks ofwhich a microfilm ofthe former at least is avail
able in the Vaughan Williams Library at Cecil Sharp House, London .
There is a typed index that was made by Alex Helm. Most of the con
tacts with the tradition berween the World Wars passed through Maud
Karpeles, and since her death her papers have also become available on
microfilm in the same library.
The Vaughan Williams Library has a small collection of its own,
including some material sent to Douglas Kennedy and other staff mem
bers, which includes references to the dances at places such as Dawley
and Malvern. Sadly Douglas Kennedy's earlier personal papers were
destroyed by the bomb that fell on the corner of Cecil Sharp House
during WWII.
Alex Helm and his colleagues made a transcription collection of
ritual performance material, from which the geographic index published
in the J EFDSS Uournal ofthe English Folk Dance 6- Song Society) drew,
and which is deposited in the Folk Lore Society Library at the Univer
sity of London. His distribution map replaced that pioneered by Jo
seph Needham in the J EFDSS in the 1930s. Of particular relevance
are the extracts found in the Ordish Collection. Unfortunately I have
found that Alex Helm was not quite a 100% accurate in transcriptions
and identifications ofmaterial from Sharp's Field Notebooks. Dr Cawte,
who was one of Helm's team, wrote the first major article on the Bor
der morris and this also was published in the J EFDSS, and included
the results of his own investigations and some brief notations.
My own Contacts with collectors and collections led to the circula
tion of a stencilled set of notes in the mid 1960s entitled Other Morris.
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With extra material occasioned by later publications, ir was collected
together by Dr Tony Barrand and published in Vol 5 of Roy Dommett's
Morris Notes by the Country Dance Sociery of America in 1984. My
material had been copied to Dr Lionel Bacon to be the basis of the Border
content of A Handbook ofMorris Dancing published by rhe Morris Ring
in 1974. About this time the Morris Ring produced an independent
compendium of Border morris source material with interpretations by
Dave Jones, which occasioned some correspondence, most of which has
been resolved in the last Morris Ring booldet by Dave Jones, which has
included the results of his own more recent contacts.
Because there was some dancing in the 1930s, sometimes by chil
dren, it is still not too late to make contacrs with old dancers. There has
still to be a systematic search of newspapers, local collections, especially
for photographs, and of local organisation publications, for example by
the WIs [Women's Institutes].
WHAT DID THEY COLLECT?
Although Cecil Sharp sometimes wem off into the blue yonder to look
for the Morris, on most occasions he was following up leads provided
by friends and local contacrs. It must nor be forgorren that Cecil Sharp
was a nationally known personaliry who had taught music to rhe Royal
family and had become a successful touring lecturer on the novelry and
the beaury of English folk music, complete with concen level musical
illustrations. Sharp saw the morris at Brimfield in fancy dress and a
mixed sex team at Weobley and was introduced to traces of the morris
in the Worcestershire villages. He was given rhe set of Morris Reels by
William Kimber and finally visited Steeple Claydon after WWI. He
was struck in these places by the lack of "occasion" when compared to
the best of the Cotswold tradition and thought that like the Cotswold
survivors ir was "degenerate" because ir was not as he rhoughr it would
have been earlier, and he did not realise thar the traditions would evolve
to meet rhe needs of the times .
Maud Karpeles had accompanied Sharp since his visits to the USA
during WWI and naturally followed on after his death in 1924 as the
leading living authority. She adopted a charming conceit of number
ing the pages of her collection following on Sharp's MSS which she had
ryped our. She went to meet dancers or teams brought to the attention
of the EF DS and later EFDSS [English Folk Dance & Song Sociery]
and dealt with the correspondence about dances. Her papers and memo-
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-ries were full of the encounters with the apparent tail ends of the old
traditions. She met a team at Much Wenlock and dancers from
Worcestershire and received letters giving notations.
Miss Karpeles is best remembered now for collecting and publish
ing The Upton on Severn Stick Dance. The team had been discovered by
Dr and Mrs Kenworthy Schofield and they took a part}' across from
the Cheltenham Summer School to meet them . They must have been
overawed because the side had been dancing before and after this event
and could not normally have been as bad as the published J EFDSS
description suggests.
Until the 1950s there were very few people interested in collecting
the dance traditions; after all they had been told that they had disap
peared, there were no accessible MSS to know what had been found,
and no published indications of where it might be profitable to look,
and in the case of the West Midlands no local enthusiasts to go search
ing. The Travelling Morrice's annual tours over the years went through
most parts of England and had some success in meeting dancers in places
like the Forest of Dean and at Bromsberrow Heath. But such meetings
were often just accidents. Where possible such contacts were followed
up by Peter Kennedy, in the late 40s and early 50s then recording on a
SSC contract, and some of the material is available on his Folktracks
cassettes.
Jack Hargreaves met the survivors of the Evesham dance in 1940.
In later years he was in a rest home voluntarily with day release and his
odd behaviour made it difficult to get on with him. He wrote to Ralph
Vaughan Williams suggesting that he should arrange the Evesham tunes.
When he visited the library at Cecil Sharp House he sat and played the
piano and terrorised the librarian into asking for a male staff member
to sit with them. He came one evening to the OUMM [Oxford Uni
versity Morris Men] to attempt to teach the dances and after covering
many pages with sketches, despite the dances being so simple, he left
them more confused than at the start!
There have been a few other brief contacts. Dr Cawte visited the
dancing areas and wrote up the experiences and I met a few people who
remembered dancing; and of course Geoffrey Menham met the ex Much
Wenlock dancers when at Stretton Westwood in August 1949. It re
mained for Dave Jones to meet dancers who actually remembered the
complexities of the dances.
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©Dave Jones

-COLLECTOR'S PROBLEMS WlTH SINGLE VISITS
The major concern with most collected dance material is that it was
gathered during a single interview period. Cecil Sharp was a master at
this but the examination of his MSS shows that the material could be
very different when the visits were well separated, as for example at
Abingdon and Brackley where he first went in 1910 and then again in
1922. The simpler Border dances now appear to have had their form
because the sides had few dancers at the time, and when more were avail
able the dances were almost automatically more complex. A more re
cent experience illustrating the difficulties occurred when the Oxford
University MM went to meet some male survivors of Sam Bennett's
llmington teams from 1906-12. The side had to interpret what they
were told without knowledge of how Sam's sides did the dances, and
they were showing Sharp's reconstruction of how he thought they were
done as long ago as 1860. Enquiry since has also suggested that the
informants may have had less to do with the morris than they claimed.
All the collecting has been in good faith, whatever the inherent
weaknesses. When the OUMM competed at Llangollen they went on
to tour in the Derbyshire villages. At Winster they met women who
had danced the Winster dances and who assured Julian Pilling that they
had one using sticks. They taught it quite clearly and it is described in
Dr Bacon's book. The more recent Winster revival has uncovered a
complex history of changes to their dances, but no stick dance that was
ever done by the men.
My own experiences were with casual contacts that always proved
difficult to exploit. A first contact never seemed to be the right mo
ment to enquire in depth about the social background and other details
that in other circumstances would be considered as prying. No one
seemed to know of other survivors, which now perhaps is not surpris
ing with the knowledge of the rate of turn over of team memberships. I
tried to follow up on other people's contacts but no one I met seemed
very knowledgeable. Perhaps it was my technique that was wrong!
THE REVIVAL OF THE BORDER DANCES

The Upton on Severn Stick Dance was the only "Border" dance published
and that only because of its structural similarity to Cotswold dances.
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I taught the MSS material at the Advanced Morris Weekends at
Halsway Manor in the mid to late 1960s, but I am not aware that any
one took them away to actually dance them out. I was invited to an
EFDSS staff weekend to pass on the dances, which were seen as a pos
sibility for mixed team performance for which a growing need was per
ceived that could not be met by the Cotswold morris, at a time when
the NW dances were hardly known.
Interest picked up enough to ask me to teach the dances at a first
workshop for West Midland teams in Ledbury Town Hall in January
1972 and I went on to teach them at Morris Federation workshops. Later
there was for me a fantastic workshop for Open Morris in the Crypt at
St Martins in the Fields. David Robinson also workshopped the dances
widely, but he also suggested useful extensions and interpretations. This
period coincided with the first publications of articles and notations.
Having found some photographs I sent a Brimfield notation to English
Dance and Song. Dr Bacon drafted a section for the Evesham dances
but it was excluded from his Handbook at the request of Russell Wort
ley, who had an intention at that time of publishing it first in the then
Morris Section of the EngLish Dance and Song magazine.
Initially the dances were seen as extras to existing repertoires to be
used in special circumstances or when there was need to let off some
steam. The Upton dances were occasionally used as the basis from which
to develop a whole tradition, when that concept became respectable.
In the mid 1970s there sparked off the modern idea of black faces,
rag jackets and the showmanship, incl uding noise and a degree of wild
ness not previously associated with the Morris, led philosophically as
much by the Kirkpatricks as anyone, even if they did not intend to set
a fashion . Although many dancers were captivated and wanted to cap
ture the unique spirit, most missed the underlying discipline which made
the Shropshire Bedlams, and the Molly equivalent, The Seven Cham
pions, able to hold their own with teams following the other English
traditions.
There are now some black face sides with poorly thought through
behaviour and costumes. Shouring enhances excitement but does not
generate it. Their success appears to lead them to large numbers of
performers and impressive street presence but without a comparable
growth in dance skills. This can be seen in the Border-like entries for
the annual Ritual Dance Competition at the Sidmouth International
Folk Arts Festival. Numbers, noise and vigour is used as a substitute
for the skill required by the rules, on the basis that this was the tradi -
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tion. The audience cowers unless there is humour as well. Bur they are
not puning themselves into a traditional situation bur presenting them
selves like a Cotswold display. I also detect a trend towards the ridicu
lous, self parodying as do the Seven Champions, and to arbitrary
choreography like the self proclaimed "Street Dancers." Perhaps this is
their reaction to an artificiality in what they do.
The vast growth of the "tradition" in the last decade or so is not the
concern of th is paper, although there have been major contributions
from certain individuals, bur the creation of dances in the "style" has
enabled me to run annual all-day workshops just for fun, in which I
have not had to repeat dances yet!

Some of the dances were passed through generations, sometimes to
daughter sides at other places and occasionally surviving with children.
This happened also with the "Johnny Jacks" at Salisbury, Wiltshire.
However, no revivals have been based in the villages in Worcestershire
or Shropshire.
THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS MENTIONED
T T B
A R 0
D N L N M I N
D C OW B A E
L E D H 0 N S
E R E I U G
T 0 S R L
I N T I E
L N
N
E E
A

F C M T
I 0 E I

OBVIOUS GENERALITIES ABOUT THE OLDER TRADITION
T he first obvious point is how different the no more than a dozen indi
vidual dances are from each other. The variety provides one springboard
for developing new dances. There was a large range of costumes be
tween the teams, even between individuals and from year to year. This
suggests that it was a tradition on the cheap, and that the public had no
particular expectations. The usual implement was an undecorated stick
bur they varied between teams from 6 to 30 inches long. The music
was limited because the dances known to a particular team were so few.
They had percussion, often played rather loudly, even at the expense of
helping the dancers.
Very little is known of the social background into which the morris
fitted. There is a strong presumption of it having been done by people
who had seasonal occupations and who were likely to be frozen out
during bad winters. This would imply that the annual performance
could vary a great deal. The dances do not require much preliminary
practice although there is some evidence that occasionally teams worked
on them for several weeks. The tOurs that have been mentioned vary
from the odd evening out to quite long trips spread over several days.
The later may not have been very frequent; we have to expect the natu
ral exaggeration of folk retelling. The teams passed the hat for collec
tions, even dancing along streets and knocking on the doors as they
passed. The morris appears to have been enjoyed by their public but
there is no indication ofwhat were the official attitudes anywhere. That
they were not revived later for national events such as Coronations and
Jubilees suggests that they were thought of as begging customs and not
as a part of acceptable local culture in the 20th century.
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ASTON ON CLUN
BRIMFIELD
BROMSBERROW
DILWYN
EVESHAM
LEOMINSTER
MUCH WENLOCK
ORLETON
PEOPLETON
PERSHORE
UPTON ON SEVERN
WHITE LADIES ASTON

X
X

X
X X

X X
X
X

X
X X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X X

X
X
X
X
X X
X
X

X
X X
X
X X
X
X X

The number of concertina and melodeon instruments in use, when
compared with the Cotswold morris in the 19th century as described
by Keith Chandler, indicates the later period from which the Border
morris data has been drawn, as these instruments became cheap and
readily available by the turn of the century. The percussion instruments
were also those associated with the Nigger Minstrel Troupes which had
been wildly popular since the middle of the 19th century and who of
course blacked their faces.
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ABOUT BLACKING UP
Has blacking up anything to do with the appearance of peoples else
where? The strange was always admired as well as being viewed with
suspicion. Just consider the various attitudes to the Gypsies, once known
as Egyptians, who first reached England only a few hundred years ago.
Why do we call the charaaers appearing in the mummers plays Nubians,
Arabs, M oors, Saracens and Turks, all dark ski nned, but not black, but
never have any of the other varieties of Afros, Asians or Red Indians?
Negroid people had been known since the explorations of the West
African coast and the start of the slave trade but they did not make it
into our folk culture until the mid 19th century. The possible relation
ship berween the decoration of the West Country hobby horse disguises
and Africa has hardly been explored. On the continent, where folk
performers also black up, but where the cultural experience of dark
skinned people is different, black faced performers were often called
Devils or Satans. One would have to explore the symbolism in medi
eval theatre to show if this was an English explanation as well. Blacking
up was even done by Henry VIII and by later court masquers. How
ever the early morris research group did not find blacking the face as an
element mentioned in association with the morris up to a Cut off date
of 1700. Therefore it was a different thread, now unrecognisable, in
our culture at that time.

may have been some local survivors of animal disguises, and this
behaviour is still around today in corners of Europe. Covering the face
with a mask, as in the early theatre, is less for the disguise as for the chance
to have a different persona for a while. As a disguise it only prevents a
person previously unknown from being recognised without the mask.
We forget how in the smaller world of the past everyone was known in
their neighbourhood. Painting the face is a poor man's mask. Blacking
up was done by poachers, and perhaps highwaymen and smugglers, who
would be out at night. It was so bad in some parts of the country in the
18th and 19th centuries, such as the Woolmer Forest, that the law ac
cepted a blacked face as proof of intent. Hence there still is an associa
tion with being up to no good.
The Nigger Minstrel character was created in the early 19th cen
tury and was extremely popular as an entertainment for the masses in
the UK from the mid 19th century to the start ofWWl. It soon be
came a folk entertainment and replaced or followed the mummers in
many places up till WWlI, being at its most popular in the 1920s. The
show was easy to put on, it had a simple formal structure built around
individual rather than group skills, and was easily mobile. It needed a
leader and end-men and used songs, solo dances and simple skits.
Without more research, it is not clear whether Minstrels were accept
able because they picked up elements of existing Christmas traditions
like the morris or if the Border groups had gathered attributes from the
Minstrels. There are references to the troupes singing and stepping.
Colouring the face introduced problems. When it is all over or
nearly so it can be quite frightening to children. Why do people find it
disturbing? Clowns have patterned faces. Blacking up can also be seen
as racist and some clubs have had difficul ties with their local police, hence
a number of non-black colour choices!

WHAT HAVE BEEN THE POPULAR DANCES

There is a common world-wide tradition ofwearing face masks, both
realistic and representational, which existed in the UK during the Middle
Ages but was generally lost or prohibited byTudor times, although there
AMN 23 No 1 .:. 12 .:. Spring 2000

Within my experience, in the earlier days of watching the growth of
modern Border morris, the popular collected dances were Upton on Sev
ern, Brimfield and White Ladies Aston. Note that these were not the sim
pler ones once thought to be characteristic. Others became popular once
a well known team showed a good interpretation of the dance, and now
all of the collected dances can be seen in some form. Availability was
the key, as few were confident enough to create their material from
scratch, after all what was the tradition?
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Ofthose dances composed more recently that appeared to be popu
lar in my workshops were the various Sheepskin Hey dances, the simple
Valiant Soldier (The Paradise Islanders' Uncle Ned), the clever M r Dolly
exploiting an idea (South Downs), the Seven Hand Reel (the core of Hunt
the Squirrel) and the Maiden's Prayer because of its vulgar possibilities
(Shropshire Bedlams). Some dances go down well in workshops be
cause of their challenging content, such as The Morning Star, The Tri
umph and The Raddled Tup (all from the Shropshire Bedlams) but these
are mostly too difficult for normal dub use. 1 wonder what has been
other people's experience?

onciling the diverse elements of the Border tradition have been discussed
by John Ki rkpatrick in his various talks and writings.

I

This presentation at the Conference included a map ofthe Border area and
known places ofperform a nee and a number ofillustrations ofcostumes based
on the collected descriptions all taken from Dave Jones' work, where they
may be found. The variety ofcostumes was great and apparently included
examples ofalmost all the traditional forms.
The presentation ended with a quick look at the notations ofthe col
lected dances including Dave Jones' versions for both Much Wenlock and
the Pershore Not For Joes; Maud Karpeles' Peopleton; and the dance from
White Ladies Aston, where there were four informants.

DISCUSSION
This paper is not a history of the Border morris tradition. There are a
few place names, dancers and dates known, but few anecdotes and they
can all be found in the literature; but this is oflittle help in understand
ing the why, what and wherefore of the tradition . We know very little
about the Border morris and what we do have would be considered hear
say evidence in a coun, as there is extremely little corroborated evidence!
However it is very unlikely that any collector would have tapped what
we now recognise as the core and the appeal of the tradition. They were
not very successful with this in traditions where the information was
much greater! We must be careful when comparing across traditions
that the Border Morris we have [is compared] with the Cotswold survi
vors, not [the Cotswold morris in] its heyday.
There is precious little hard evidence to show that the way the dances
are presented today has any resemblance to the way it was. Probably
the concept of a "show" did not exist for static audiences that lasted 15
20 minutes, although there is the Malvern description. There are not
enough facts to form generalisations. Was the Border morris ever as
popular as the Cotswold morris? The other mid winter custom, the
mummers, could be very thick on the ground if there was enough pa
tronage around.
A consideration of the overall variety suggests that, as first observed
by Dr Cawte, there are at least three regional types within the Border
traditions, but the evidence is too thin to provide anything more than
rough regional generalisations. Such similarities suggest a diffusion
mechanism for the spread of the dances, rather than an audience driven
expectation ofwhat is "correct." Some of the practical problems of rec-

THE DANCES 0): MORRIS REELS
By definition half a dance's movements are country dance reels or mor
ris heys, there being subtle differences berween them. Possibly the ear
liest representation of one is the painting of The Thames at Richmond
[by David Vinckeboons, 1578-1629 -ed.] with a line of four morris
dancers. Thomas Hardy wrote to the EFDS in the early 1920s to say
that the longways country dance arrived in Dorset when he was a teen
ager and that before, it was all step dancing and reels. Cecil Sharp found
morris reels at Steeple Claydon, Bucks., Headington, Oxon., and IIm
ington, Warks., mentioned in the Morris Books. He was given a normal
morris set but Schofield was told it was danced in a line of six. There is
the reel of three at Upton Snodsbury, the reel of six at Bromsberrow
Heath, Gloucs. and the reel of four at Keynsham, Avon. These ring the
Cotswolds. I wonder if the norm was the reel and that the morris ac
quired them, as it did so many other folk activities.
Sharp probably thought of dances in terms of the historical rich
ness published by Playford. A something-&-half-hey-repeated with
simple movements interleaved is the typical Cotswold and
Worcestershire dance structure; anything else was degenerate. I suspect
that the something-and-reel is the more basic folk form and that the
rest is an elaboration.
THE DANCES: AS COLLECTED?

II,

III

The notation material that has come down to us was seldom structured
but usually it can be assumed that the dances had a core and extra move-
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II

ments that could be added spontaneously or extemporised. Often hints
of movements have had to be accepted to pad out a dance (Q a reason
able length for modern troupes. Dances need a structure. Dances that
come by the yard are not very satisfYing for an audience nor, afrer many
repetitions, for the dancers.
Dances done to their full possible extent, as seems common in the
revival of any English dance tradition, can be very long and lose their
auruence's interesr. Modern sides often lack the judgement of when
enough is enough.
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The Shropshire Bedlams
A Talk by John Kirkpatrick

The Shropshire Bedlams and Martha Rhoden's Tuppenny Dish started
in 1975. In 1979, I was asked to write an article for the EFDSS maga
zine English Dance & Song about how we started and what we were try
ing to do. That article was called "Bordering on the Insane," and it's
since been reprinted in one of The Morris Ring's booklets about Bor
der morris. Much to my surprise, I still agree with everything I said
then, and, mostly, with the way I said it. So if you're familiar with that
article you may already know some of what I'm about to say now.
As this is a historic occasion, and I don't think I'm going to want to
give this talk again, I'll go into more detail then you'll find in that ar
ticle and I'll be more specific factually about our dances and our music.
Because so much of what we do in the Bedlams is based on my
personal views and includes stuff I've made up, I can't avoid using "I"
and "me" all the time. We all need reassurance, but I don't usually give
it (Q myself in such large doses.
Apologies over-here we go.
My involvement with Border morris began quite simply because I
moved to Shropshire in 1973. My [then) wife, Sue-Sue Harris-and
I moved to the village ofAston-on-Clun in the southwest of the county,
and, as we were interested in these things, we started digging out what
there was in the way of/ocal folk music, songs, tunes, and dances, and
found that there was this neglected local form of morris dancing.
I had been dancing myself since The Hammersmith Morris Men
started in 1959, when I was rwelve. In fact I had become obsessed with
it. I spent every spare moment in The Vaughan Williams Memorial
Library, trying to find out all there was to know about Cotswold morris,
which is what we did, like nearly everyone else at the time. Occasion
ally you saw a team doing northwest, sometimes we were ler loose on
Lichfield, otherwise it was all Cotswold. I had never seen any Border
morns.
I knew there was a group of dancers from various local morris teams
who got together every Christmas to do the Border dances in their proper
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midwinter season, but I had never seen them, and never did see them
subsequently.
I suppose actually I should say I had almost never seen any Border
morris. I was familiar with The Chingford Morris Men's version of The
Upton-on-Severn Stick Dance, which was adapted by Geoff Hughes and
was being copied by loads of other teams, using that fabulous tune that
Maud Karpeles put with the dance instructions when she published them
in the EFDSS Journal, although quite why she should have seen fit to
suggest a Scottish-sounding jig from Vermont in North America to ac
company this dance, when it was only ever done to hornpipes, is some
thing which has always puzzled and disappointed me. In any case, it
was done in a very Cotswoldy style, and I could never fully approve of
anything Chingford did because they didn't wear hats.
[Incidentally, Rattlebone & Pioughjack- A5hley Hutchings' LP.
'as made in 1973 when I was in a band wiEh A.H., but l wasn't in
volved-big secret.]
My only other taste of Border morris was a version of The Brimfield
Dance, to the tune of Cock ofthe North, which Hugh Rippon had learned
somewhere and taugl1.t us in the early years of Hammersmith. I don't
think we ever did it much, and it was treated more as a novelty item
than as anything to be taken seriously.
Apart from that one group which danced once a year, as far as I knew
there was nobody taking any serious practical interest in Border morris.
[I didn't know about the 1972 meeting Roy Dommen mentioned in
his talk (see p. 9 of this issue), a meeting which had a specific Border
morris workshop. And I think as a result of that, a Border team started
going out on Boxing Day. I think they formed from this workshop,
but I wasn't aware of that when we started the Bedlams. I never saw
that team. I think they still exist, actually. They still do it, even though
there are now loads of Border teams.]
So, where do you start? What I didn't do was any collecting or origi
nal research. I slightly regret that now, but at the same time I can see
that it would have been inhibiting, and I was determined not to let a
small thing like lack of information stand in my way. In fact I was greatly
in awe of people who had done collecting and research, and I didn't
consider myself worthy enough to tread in their hallowed footsteps. So
all I did was to follow up as many as I could of the sources listed by E.
C. Cawte in his article in the 1963 Journal. I already had Roy Dommett's
morris notes (I'm not sure ifI should have had them, but I did), particu
larly the one called Other Morris, which included the notation for sev-
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eral Border dances, and Lionel Bacon's Handbook had also JUSt come
out.
Another important source of inspiration was Cecil Sharp's tune
collection. He found some cracking tunes in this area, especially in the
repertory ofJohn Locke, a gypsy fiddler whom he heard in Leominster.
John Locke's tunes were a considerable help in establishing the style
which we adopted, as I'll try and explain as we go along.
[Historical background-love all that stuff-but I think it's vital
that what we do speaks to today and isn't only historically accurate.]
All this information made it possible to reconstruct several dances,
and gave clues about a few more, but there were massive variations in
figures, steps, and the size and shape of the set. Upton-on-Severn had a
double step, most of the rest had a single step, and there are references
to running and shuffling as well as capering. So the first thing I de
cided to do was to create a style, and impose that style on the notations,
rather than try and do each dance "correctly," or to work towards some
synthesis of styles from doing each dance in its own separate way and
reaching a compromise.
Long before I'd left Hammersmith I'd decided the only truthful way
to approach morris dancing was to dance everything you did in the same
style. I believe that the less you have to think about what you do, the
better you can do it, so that if you always dance in rhe same way, rhe
constant repetition and practice allows you to leave behind the part of
your brain taken up with how you dance and how you move your body,
and all you need to worry about is where you are and what comes next.
This idea is quite common now, and in fact it seems glaringly obvious,
that traditional dancers didn't dance in lots of different styles, they just
danced.
With Border morris, I was very keen to establish a way of dancing
that wasn't like jusr another Cotswold style. It was a golden opportu
nity to introduce something new into morris dancing. I knew what I
liked, I knew what I didn't like, I wanted to do something revolution
ary, and I felt lucky.
Fundamentally The Shropshire Bedlams dance the way 1 like to
dance. But although thar's true, it doesn't tell you very much, so I'll try
to trace how I arrived at what we do.
I have to start with Hugh Rippon, who founded The Hammersmith
Morris Men and taught me my morris dancing. I can't imagine a more
inspiring and exciting initiation than the one Hugh gave us in
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Hammersmith. He was in his twenties, full of vigour and enthusiasm,
a lovely strong dancer, he knew his stuff academically, he was an intel
ligent and witty teacher, he was inclined to be disrespectful and irrever
ent, and wasn't afraid to bend the rules slightly to accentuate the effect
of any given movement or gesture or step to bring out the drama in the
dance. He cared passionately about the dancing, and about doing it as
well as possible. Nobody could have prepared the ground better than
Hugh Rippon.
Encouraged by his attitude, I got used to questioning accepted prac
tices, and not necessarily believing everything we were told as gospel . I
had a huge problem initially with country dancing. This was partly
because I was consumed with embarrassment at anything to do with
girls, but it was also from a great dissatisfaction with doing dances to a
walking step. It seemed to me then, just as it does now, profoundly and
utterly boring and pointless and stupid, in fact quite deadening. I want
my dancing to be filled with life and enthusiasm and exuberance, and
walking through dance figures does nothing to achieve that whatsoever.
So I tended to react by wanting to dance more slowly, so you could
fit in stepping, and the more abandoned and flamboyant I became, the
slower the speed needed to be. I still feel like that about country danc
ing, and I began to apply the same feelings to morris dancing. You can
give each step and flourish its full worth if you give it time. Dancing
fast closed too many doors for me. I wanted to dance slowly.

The Bedlams at the Sidmouth Festival. Photo by Peter /foulkes.
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I'd always enjoyed the way Chipping Camden danced. Everything
about them was open and spacious in a way that most Cotswold dances
weren't. They danced slowly, to a lovely lollopy single step, they had
the biggest sets I had ever seen in Cotswold morris and filled the space
and time beautifully, and they tolerated the extraordinary eccentricity
of one of their members, who I think they called Half-time Harris, or
something very like it, who did his arm movements at half the speed of
the others. I liked everything about them, the best thing being that you
couldn't do it. It looked great, I'm sure it felt great, but the team made
it very plain that these were their dances, and weren't available for gen
eral consumption. I've always admired that.
Bampton made a great impression too, not so much with their danc
ing, although most of them do have a delightful style, but with the rather
chaotic air about the team. It was always a point of great amusement
among morris men that Bampton didn't dance according to the book,
"one never knew what Bampton would be doing this year." Bampton
obviously weren't bothered, they just got on with it. There was noth
ing pretentious or precious or prissy about Bampton. They just hollered
OUt the name of the dance and did it.
Morris dancing is non-verbal. I believe that the more words you
use to set up what you're going to do , the less power and impact it has.
We're constantly being bombarded with words, we're always being told
what to think, everything has to be analysed in our society today, so I
think that if there's a chance ro present something in a way that has some
magic and mystery about it, we should make the most of it. Morris
dancing can provide an opportunity to Stop people in their tracks. It's
perfect street theatre. You can suddenly confront people with stuff
they're not used to, maybe have never seen before. But the more you
tell them about what you do, before you do it, the more you take away.
It's like telling the story of a song before you sing it, it becomes point
less. The classic show biz maxim is "leave them wanting more." I think
we should make the audience want more, make them want to know what
it is we're doing, where's it from, why we're doing it, but make them
want to ask, don't tell them for nothing. If it's any good it can stand up
on its own without having to be explained away; e.g., "Ladies and Gentle
men, we are The West Malvern Morris Men performing the morris of
Merry England. We are come amongst you on this bright and jolly day
to bring you all the luck of the morris and drive away the evil spirits, to
make your crops grow high and your women's bellies to swell up with
children, so hold on to your ladies, fellers, for every one of them touched
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with the black of our kisses has a wonderful and glorious year ahead of
her, and your marrows will be bursting through their sides. During the
dancing we'll be passing amongst you with the lucky morris hat so you
can guarantee your own personal piece of the luck of the morris. Our
performance for the next half hour or so will consist of a programme of
traditional dances from the Welsh Border area, done in our own inimi
table style, of course, ladies and gentlemen. We would like to start with
our version of The Upton-on-Severn Stick Dance, from Upton-on-Sev
ern in Worcestershire, and in keeping with modern practice we shall
use for our music a totally irrelevant tune from the United States of
America. Take it away, maestro ... Once to yourself ... this time, lads. "
For which the instantaneous translation reads as follows: ''I'm a
pompous old windbag full of my own importance and in love with the
sound of my own voice, unfortunately I have absolutely nothing origi
nal to say and in order to brush up my flagging ego I'll walk up and
down in front of you for hours on end while I say it."
Just to suddenly be there, doing it, must have more impact than (0
have that sort of shallow, mindless presentation.
Which brings me onto fools. I suppose there must be some good
fools, but I think it's an incredibly delicate job to do, and I can't re
member the last time I was convinced by someone's fooling. There al
ways seems to be (00 much self-consciousness to really pull it off. At
one of the EFDSS festivals in the Royal Albert Hall there was once a
team of Italian country dancers who performed very simple dances bur
in a completely compelling way--each couple was doing irs own little
variations in its own time, there was a lot of randomness, but it was
obviously the same dance. There were loads of humourous touches, daft
gestures and expressions, banging bums together, they were just fabu
lous fun, and it came over beautifully. Ron Smedley, who was the pro
ducer of the event, gave them an introduction which I've never
forgotten-he said, "I can only introduce this team by giving them the
highest compliment you can give a team of folk dancers, and that is by
calling them a company of fools." That group offered the perfect solu
tion to the problem as I saw it, of the fool: they were all the fool. Any
one of them at any moment could do something outside the architec
ture of the dance, and that was fine. Perfect. That's something I've tried
to incorporate into The Shropshire Bedlams.
Speaking of which, here is the stepping pattern I concocted as the
basis of what we do: two single steps (one bar) followed by one double
step (one bar). In other words: one hop, two hop, one two three hop.
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We don't wear bell pads on our shins, so the Cotswold leg position, where
you shake your free leg forward on the hop to sound those bells, isn't
necessary, and in any case I was trying (0 do everything possible in a
different way, so we have a single line of bells beneath the knee, tied in
a knot on the outside of the leg, with two ends hanging down about six
inches, each end with three bells on, and we keep our legs underneath
us, flicking the free foot back on the hops. None of the original mem
bers of the team had done any morris dancing previously so they all fell
into this pattern and style of stepping without any problem. I had the
hardest job because I'd been used (0 doing something else. Since then
several blokes have joined with a lot of experience of Cotswold danc
ing, and it always takes them months (0 change over (0 our way ofstep
pmg.
There's no traditional basis for this pattern of stepping in Border
morrrs, or in anything else really, I just made it up. It's not difficult or
tricky, but it brings with it its own time and space, there's a gentle rise
and fall in the rhythm and flow of the movement, there's no sharp edges
like you get in some Cotswold stuff.
I've already said that I like (0 dance at a slow speed. Just before we
started there had been the first wave of interest in English country music,
that is to say traditional English tunes played in a traditional English
way by traditional English musicians. The first records of this material
were coming out then, and it gave wonderful pointers in how to sustain
strong rhythmic music with very simple tunes at a very steady pace. Here
were the rudiments of a style of playing that was nothing like what you
heard in the EFDSS-type bands. If you (Ook the lessons you could learn
from hearing that kind of approach to music, and applied them to John
Locke's fiddle tunes in Cecil Sharp's manuscripts, you couldn't have had
a more perfect marriage of dance and music. It was made in heaven.
Costume: we wear black top hats with feathers in. I've always wanted
to dance in a top hat-I think they make a man look magnificent, and
add a lot of height. Everyone always seems (0 think we're a team of
giants, which I take as a great compliment, but we don't tell people that
we're not. The feathers are because there would be no flowers available
for decoration in the winter time, but there are plenty ofbirds. We more
or less have a rule only to allow feathers of native species. We don't
allow wings, because one of Out early members insisted on wearing a
pair of goose wings in his hat. He was quite short, they were quite big,
and it looked ridiculous. Unfortunately his hat fell off once when he
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was dancing and by the time he got to it the goose wings had mysteri
ously taken flight.
We don't wear any badges or stickers. I don't understand why so
many people do that; I think it's cheap and demystifies what we're do
ing. We don't have anything to show who we are when we're out of
costume either, badges or sweatshirts or tee-shirts. I think it's impor
tant to keep that a secret, and again, not just give the information to
people. Let them wonder who you are.

The Bedlams at the Sidmouth Festival. Photo by Paer ffoulkes.

We wear tattered jackets, which again make you look bigger and
respond to every slightest movement. We blacken our faces and necks,
right down into the collar, and the back of our hands. I just think it
looks more complete than seeing bits of pink peeping through. [I like
to look frightening.] We have a rule never to take our hats off, even in
church, not only because it looks silly, especially those of us with reced
ing hair lines, but, again, it detracts from what we do and how we look
when we're doing it. It breaks the spell.
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We wear blue denim jeans and white pumps or trainers [i.e., ath
letic shoes -ed.]. The specific reason for this is that early on when we
were getting ready for our first public appearance, one of the lads turned
up with his freshly made jacket, his top hat, and put them on over what
he happened to be wearing: jeans and trainers. It looked fabulous. A
traditional top half on top of modern dress. I knew I didn't want to
wear breeches or white trousers, like Cotswold teams did, and this com
bination hit the spot bang on: ancient mystery firmly rooted in the
present, in modern times. Of all the things that have been said about
us, I'm most surprised that the blue jeans haven't been mentioned more
often, either positively or negatively. I'm really pleased and proud of
the fact that we dance in jeans, and as far as I know, no other team has
done that. The best comment we ever did have about jeans came a few
years ago when one of our blokes was walking along the street on his
own, on his way to meet the rest of us, and two young teenage girls came
up and said: "Don't you feel daft walking around dressed like that?"
You get impervious to remarks like this, especially ifyou're on your own,
and it is rather a strange sight to see one of our kind walking down the
street, so he manfully said: "No, it doesn't bother me at all." "What,
with those flares?"
We never appear in pubic half dressed, or half undressed, between
spots for example. We swoop in in full battle dress, do a lighming raid,
and disappear. Leave them guessing.
This costume itself suggested certain ways of dancing.
As well as the leg bells we had bells down the outside of each arm,
twenty on each side, and to make the most of them we wave our arms
about at random, twirling them if possible, so that the tatters on our
jackets amplify every slightest movement. If there's time we sometimes
spin on the spot or even in motion, not only because it's exhilarating to
do, but also to create as much movement and noise as possible. The
Bedlams yell and scream quite a lot, partly whoops ofenjoyment, which
seems a very natural thing to want to do, and partly to whip ourselves
and each other up into a frenzy. I like to do everything at full tilt, and
you can't act that, you can only do it. We use big sticks and we hit them
hard, as hard as we can. We don't have any of this polite Cotswold tap
ping, we really wallop into each other. Although the basic position for
our sticks is resting on the shoulder, rather than held upright, again just
to be different from normal practice, we've actually started more and
more random twirling and flashy stuffwith the sticks, which pleases me
greatly. It adds to the general impression of chaos, out ofwhich spring,
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with any luck, moments of surpri sing precision . I really enjoy the fact
that in some of our dances, because of this slow and steady pace, you
can see exactly what's coming, and take pleasure from seeing the obvi
ous resolution of your expectations, and that in other dances there are
some real surprises when a new shape or pattern suddenly appears from
nowhere, and then is gone again.
I don't think I can put off talking about our actual dances much
longer now, but just before I do I think I need to explain a little bit about
the relationship of our two teams, The Shropshire Bedlams and Mar
tha Rhoden's Tuppenny Dish. To begin with , I was asked to teach some
sixth formers at the local school some morris dancing after they'd seen
Gloucestershire Old Spot Morris Dancers at a local May Fair. They
thought it was great, and wanted to try it. Without having given it much
thought, we arranged a first practice and one girl turned up. Sue was
there, principally to play for the dances, but we both realized at once
that here was a chance to get a women's team going as well as a men's.
After only a couple of practices there were equal numbers and Sue took
the women off to be a separate unit. Apart from a couple of events in
the first year or so , while we were finding our feet, the two teams have
always danced together. Musicians from each team play for both, and
although we practice separately most of the time we have regular joint
practices so that the musicians can get used to the other team's tunes,
and to sort out business.
This sort of close relationship was unheard of when we starred. It
was still fairly early days for women's morris in any case, and it was
enormously pleasing to be able to establish this kind of joint team. The
men are very masculine in their dancing, and Sue created this wonder
fully feminine style for the women, which I must say I still find one of
the most appropriate ways for women to dance. They don't try and
dance like men, they don't look as though they're going to fade away
with an attack of the vapours like some of the more fragile "ladies" teams,
they are just very womanly. As well as providing a healthier atmosphere
in having this mixed social group, and thereby avoiding some of the
introvert excesses of a single sex group, there's also an element of healthy
competition between the two teams. In fact it's a pity really that Sue
wasn't asked to give a talk here today herself, because what Martha
Rhoden's were doing when they established themselves was at least as
much a departure from previous practice as The Bedlams, if not more
so. I suppose The Bedlams were more spectacularly original in the be
ginning, but I think Sue's work with Marrha Rhoden's Tuppenny Dish
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has done a great deal to move on not just Border morris but women's
morris in general, and I hope one day she gets the chance to give her
side of things because I think she's got a lot to say.
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Martha Rhoden's at the Sidmouth hstival. Photo by Petu ffoul/us.

We both started from the same original source material, and as Sue
and I were married, we liaised very closely about what each team was
doing. We decided that the men would use sticks and not handker
chiefs, and the women vice versa. As you'll see, there are one or two
dances from our early days where we each do our own adaptation of
the same original dance. To begin with we had a few dances in com
mon, starring with our processional as that was the first thing I made
up. It was very simple, going forward in pairs, with a figure spinning
round the set one position at a time, like you get in some rapper dances.
I think the figure was called "fixie" when I used to do it. Rather reck
lessly I put this to a tune from Regency Brighton called The Prince of
wale5 at Brighton. This was a country dance tune that I'd always liked,
it seemed to fit, and when the title was shortened to just The Prince of
wale5 it made a good solid name for a morris dance. Both teams dance
to the same step, the men with sticks, the women with handkerchiefs.
Since we began, a huge amount of improvisation has crept into the dance,
and many of us find it the most exhilarating dance we do.
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One of our first set dances was based on the Steeple Claydon Morris
Reel, as described in Roy Dommett's Other Morris leaflet. This is de
scribed as being like the dance at Ludlow, and consisted of a hey for six
in a line with a clapping chorus, repeated ad nauseam. We use the tune
given for the dance, Old Mother Oxford, call it Old Molly Oxford, and
it's the only dance we ever do simultaneously, with as many lines of each
sex as we can get. We generally only do it as a final dance at the end of
a long session.
This notation gave one of several clues about the two teams devel
oping their own dances, because we're told sometimes they did the same
thing with a sticking chorus. This gave us the idea that we could do the
same dance, the men with a sticking chorus, the women with a step
ping chorus, and produce a separate final entity. One of the first dances
we tried this with was the Brimfield dance I'd learned at Hammersmi th
to the tune of Cock ofthe North. The men did it as I'd learned it, with
single step, and capering in the napping chorus. The women used twO
different balance steps in the chorus but did the same figures. The steps
they used were a heel and toe step, which I'd learned in a country dance
called Auretti's Dutch Skipper and suggested to Sue, along with a few
other steps I'd learned which she didn't think much of, which goes like
this . . . and which Sue changed to this. .. and the other one was a
balance and kick step with a turn in it of ninety degrees, so that after
four, you're back where you started. Sue made that movement up, and
those twO stepping patterns come in several of the women's dances in
6/8 time. I cobbled together all the unusual phrases I could find for the
Cock ofthe North, to give a slightly different version of the tune from
normal, and as the dance had some similarities with the one from
Bromsberrow Heath, where it was done for six and called the Three
Handed Reel, we decided to call it that, just to be mischievous.
Another early dance we both do is the one we call Three Jolly Black
Sheepskins, which is based on the local dance-game of the sheepskin hey,
which seems to have been widespread in the Border morris area. You
get the figure in the country dance called Picking Up Sticks. We took
the hey as chorus, and took three figures from the Leominster dance,
loosely interpreted, to fill it out. We took the idea of doing the hey
around three other people from the country dance, as all the references
to it are as being done on its own around sheepskins, hats, chairs, or
whatever. We took John Locke's tune, which is variously titled Sheep
skins, Three Jolly Sheepskins, or Three Jolly Black Sheepskins, as it's obvi
ously meant to go with that figure. The way the two teams do this dance
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is almost the same, except that the men have got slower and the women
faster, and in fact the men take 24 bars to complete the hey when the
women only take 16. It's the only dance the Bedlams do with sticks
without banging them together.
The two dances from Upton-On-Severn gave further clues about
how the two teams could develop. The men do the stick dance, the
women do the handkerchief dance, but they are different. I cobbled
together a version of Brighton Camp for the stick dance, and we sing a
verse near the end which is based on a fairly well known nonsense
rhyme-"Oh me father he died a month ago, etc." It finished with the
words " . . . half a farthing candle," which is what we call the dance. It's
supposed to be for six, but sometimes we do it for ten, as the figures
work out just as well for that number, with a prevailing wind. One of
the team wrote a second verse about his mother dying the following day,
so we sing that too. The women do the handkerchief dance to a tune
Sue had already m ade up, called All a-siden. This comes from a saying
from Clun about the local potter who sold off her seconds cheap: "All
a-sid en like Martha Rhoden's Tuppenny Dish."
There's a figure in these dances that opened up a whole new avenue,
"Three Top ," where there's a hey for three across the ends, rather than
the more predictable way up and down the sides. This turning the set
round at right angles gave me a clue for what became quite a common
feature in our dances. There is mention of a reel for three from Upton
Snodsbury, where the middle man stepped or napped with each of the
other two in turn . Taking a clue from this figure in the dance I've just
described, I turned the set round at right angles for each new hey, rather
than keep it in the same straight line all the time. We did this to John
Locke's version of Speed the Plough, which is what we call the dance.
I thought the dance from Bromsberrow Heath was rather dull, so I
used the idea of a line of six with a really exaggerated version of the
napping at Brimfield using this position . . . [For the chorus of this
dance, every other man leans far back, legs straddled, holding his stick
in a very phallic position, while his partner strikes it. -ed.} I was very
keen to get things as pagan and primitive as possible, and this seemed a
good idea at the time. We alternate a couple of simple figures with
napping in this position, leaving the men standing there while their
partners go off round the set. We use a version of Rickett's Hornpipe,
which was used at Wenlock. One of our team christened this The
Maidens' Prayer, which remains our official title. It's one of our short
est dances but also one of the most taxing. It's not effective unless you
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give it all you've got, and the leg position is quite a strain. In fact I can't
do it any more, much to my distress, because my knees are no longer up
to the job.
I think the reason morris dancing is often given some ancient ori
gin is not because of any evidence of antiquity, but because it addresses
the primitive and pagan side of human nature, which some people are
very reluctant to admit even exists. There's an uncivilized part in all of
us that does n't often get dealt with these days, and I genuinely believe
that the reason these traditional customs survive and flourish is because
they provide one of the few opportunities to express this side of our
selves in a way which is socially acceptable. You might not want to
express it yourself, but it's good that your morris team is there to ex
press it for you. So by standing like this, I think we're able to offer a
kind of public service, and most people seem to understand the point.
The women started doing a dance inspired by the Headington Mor
ris Reel, to another ofJohn Locke's runes, Mad Moll ofthe Cheshire Hun/s.
They just call it Mad Moll.
We started doing Brimfield to a 4/4 tune, The Big Ship, which was
one of the tunes at White Ladies Aston, still with a single step but with
out the capers, and called it The Big Ship.
We do a version of White Ladies Aston to John Locke's Blue Eyed
Stranger, which is what we call it, and a version of the Leominster dance
to the tune Not For joe, which seems to have been the commonest tune,
as given by E. C. Cawte in the journal. We used to sing the words, "There
was a little nigger but he grew no bigger ... " but we've changed them to
avoid offending black people. I don't think there's any cause for of
fence in blacking up, but singing about niggers is rather different. I must
say we have rarely come across blacks where we live, obviously by trav
elling around we see more, but they usually either seem to understand
the point of the disguise or they don't make any connection at all. The
first time we ever danced out, we were all driving up to the pub in our
blacking for the first time, nobody could recognise anybody else, and
this carload of Africans turned up in full flowing robes. This had been
set up by one of our members and he hadn't told the rest of us, so we
were shitting ourselves even more than we were already. But they loved
It.

With the Evesham stick dance I took up an idea for napping which
occurs in a Cotswold style dance called The Black joker, which I think
was devised by one of the Westminster Morris Men. That is, instead of
always napping with your partner you nap with the people either side
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of your parmer as well. I've used that quite a bit in our dances, and this
was the first one we did it in. I also made up a verse for the Fanny Frail
chorus, and we call it Fanny Frail.
We did a version of the Pershore dance to John Locke's Stafford
shire Hornpipe, and called it Todley Tom, who is a character described in
the book Shropshire Folklore, as a magician who could fly through the
air. The women did a version of the same dance called Bonnets so Blue,
using a version of the tune loosely based on that from Evesham.
The women were doing some dances that were being "redjscovered"
as being suitable for their sex-so they did the Abram Circle Dance, the
Hindley Circle Dance, the Great Wishford Faggot Dance, a dance from
Bidford called Bluff King Hal and a dance from limington called the
Lively jig. The men did a dance based on an idea from IImington
The Buffoon-in a line of six. I expanded this to include some fighting
stuff-we slap each other round the face and knee each other up the
bum as in the Wyresdale Dance.
After our first appearance at Sidmouth Folk Festival in 1977, Roy
Dommett was kind enough to send me a letter with some information
about stuff I'd missed. He included the notation for the dance from
Peopleton to the tune of Pop Goes the Weasel, some information about
the dance from Headle, and the hey from Oldbury near Bridgnorth.
We made no use of the snippet from Headle but we started doing the
Peopleton dance and called it Tuppenny Rice, to a single step with occa
sional capers, and I used the Oldbury hey in a dance I made up which
alternated that with the hey in pairs from White Ladies Aston and with
two different napping patterns, to the tune of The Morning Star from
another fiddler Locke, James Locke in Newport in the north of Salop.
After a short while I decided the single step and capers in 6/8 time
were not really "us," so I dropped the Three Hand Reel that I described
earlier and changed the Peopleton dance to 4/4. I made up a hornpipe
version of Pop Goes the Weasel and adapted the dance accordingly and
we call this Threepenny Ha'penny Treacle.
Encouraged by the success of the dance for three we'd done fairly
early on, I made up a dance for nine in a square, with a simple figure 8
and napping pattern. Not really that simple, because the top of the set
rotates 90 degrees every time and that makes each figure 8 a different
pattern for each dancer. That was called The Triumph and used a 312
tune I'd already made up called Shreds and Patches. I also made up a
dance for seven in a line to John Locke's Hunting the Squirrel and for
five in a cross to his Getting Upstairs I never Did See.
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We were very much Out on a limb, artistically and geographically,
and gradually we've seen our approach and some of our actual dance
style being absorbed by other teams and taken to be a norm for Border
morris. Initially it grieved me beyond words to see this happening. Now
I can see it is a compliment and there is nothing we can do to stop it.
It's nice to know we started it.
It still feels very organic-I don't see a problem about continuing
to change and adapt and develop. Just a few months ago the men's team
had a practice with only six experienced dancers so they set about creat
ing a new dance communally in the shape of a T. We're still struggling
with that but I think it will work out.

Sue made up a dance for nine for the women with three lines of
three radiating out from a central point like the Isle of Man legs. This
she called Churning Butter, and made up the tune for it too. She'd also
adapted the HandkerchiefDance described in the Folklore ofHereford
shire to the tune of Greensleeves, called the Green and Yellow Handker
chiefDance and a Welsh country dance called Dick the Welshman. She
made up a dance to John Locke's tune Boyne Wzter called Last Night
with Archie; to the tune Old Towler called Old Towler's Eightsome Reel,
both for eight in a set; and to her own tunes a square dance for eight
called Over the Moon and Under the Stars; eight in a set for Turn again
Martha; and twelve in a circle for Martha's Comet. This is a stepped
version of Hindley.
I made up dances and tunes for Wzterddy Lane in a line of eight,
the Tun Dish in a triangle of six, the Raddled Tup in a set of ten with a
5/4 napping chorus, Four Lane End in a square of four, Cocking the
Chaftr for a set of twelve, Rats up the Trousers for a set of eight and the
One-Anned Bandit, another for nine in a square. I made up one for six
in a set called GarfieLd's Glory to a traditional tune played by Denis
Crowther from Clee Hill, which is almost the same as one played by
Emily Bishop from Bromsberrow Heath.
But not everything came from me. In fact I'd say not one person
has been through the team without making some contribution of ideas
towards the way a dance turned out. The team has always been very
tolerant of trying out an idea to see if it works and trying to work to
gether to make it work. Two of the men have made up dances, one called
Beating the Oak which didn't really work out so we dropped it, and
another for ten in a circle called There's No Doubt about It to a tune made
up by one of the women.
Sadly, Sue has lost interest in Martha Rhoden's T uppenny Dish and
hasn't danced regularly for two or three years, but two of the other
women have made up a couple of dances each, one of which had a tune
composed by the same lady as our dance in a circle for ten .
I'd just like to stress that all these developments took place in a
vacuum. Nobody else was doing anything like this when we started.
Nobody else was doing anything with Border morris. The lronmen were
still the second or third worst Cotswold team in the world (they didn't
black up until 1980). The Silurians were still doing Cotswold-and
it's very sad that Dave Jones is no longer with us as I would love to have
heard what he said about our dancing- I'm sure he greatly disapproved
of what we do.

The Bedlams at the Sidmouth Festival. Photo by P~ter ffoulkes

I still get a real kick out of what we do. My two eldest sons are
dancing in the team now and I burst with pride when I think about them
dancing with me on equal terms. I've still got some ideas for new dances
up my sleeve, although I'm in no hurry to bring them to fruition as we
have quite a large repertoire now already. I consider myself very lucky
to have had the opportunity to put into practice so many ideas I've held
dear, in such a complete way. I can't get enough of it.
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Evidence and Speculation: A Critical Review of
John Forrest's The History ofMorris Dancing,
1458-1750

ris" have been included solo jigs, country dances for couples,
maypole dances, sword fighting dances, and mimes, to name
a few. Thus a simple analysis of the geographical spread of
"morris" would not be appropriate. Rather, what is needed
is a detailed investigation of the evolution of each dance
idea and how these strands affected one another. Further
more, a simple spatial diffusion model would miss the criti
cal importance of the social contexts of the dances, which
varied from royall courts to village streets, but not in abso
lute correlation with dance types.

Jeremy H. Kessler

But this book is quite obviously much more to Forrest than JUSt a
morris history. From introduction to appendices, Forrest, a professor
of anthropology at State University of New York at Purchase, is only
Once upon a time there was a simple answer to the question of the ori
too happy to digress into a detailed discussion of research methodol
gin of morris: it was the degenerate remnant of a long-lost druidic fer
ogy. At times, in fact, he seems as interested in discussing methodology
tility ritual. Then life got a bit more complex as researchers began to
as in discussing morris dance. For a reader interested solely in learning
look beyond this theory and examine a bit of actual evidence. Now, at
about early morris history this can be distracting, but Forrest would
last, we have a book that takes the next step by re-examining the com 
doubtless argue (and not without merit) that an understanding of his
plex theory of the origin of morris and making it ... well, making it
method is extremely important, not just in advancing the cause of ac
even more complicated. Luckily, it also dismisses the question as mis
curate and meaningful research in general, but in understanding his
guided and pointless, and so allows us to get on with the business of a
current topic in particular. In the process of his arguments, he tosses
serious study of the early historical development of morris unencum
about terms such as "schismogenesis," "syncretic," and "seriation," but
bered by any burning need for a theory of monolithic origin ofthe dance.
does a good job of explaining them to the extent that one unfamiliar
This book is John Forrest's long-awaited The History ofMorris Danc
with such jargon (such as this reviewer) can still follow the argument.
ing,1458-1 750.
This is important in that it allows the book to appeal to a wider range
Although there are plenty of earlier continental references to things
of audience, which is crucial in a book such as this.
with names like "morris," 1458, the date of the earliest known refer
At the end of the first chapter ("Theories of Origin"), following a
ence to morris in England, is an obvious starting point for the book.
long discussion on the history of the history of morris, Forrest outlines
As to the end point, the author explains that the forms of the dance from
his project. As a basic structure he chooses to divide the topic by dance
the mid-eighteenth century onward tend to be very similar to those of
venues, those critical social contexts he mentioned. Forrest makes it clear
the modern form whereas earlier sources suggested a wide variety of
that he does not expect instances of morris from different venues to be
forms and contexts, resulting in a natural stopping point for a work that
the same, and he makes the good point that, in fact, identical dances in
simply could not manage to contain the entirety of the history of the
different contexts could make for completely different "dance events"
dance up to the present day. Annals ofEarly Morris (Heaney and Forrest,
dance form plus context. Forrest's outline therefore begins with gener
1991) put into print the fruit of the "Early Morris Archive and Data
ating a list of these venues (Chapter 2, ''The Contexts"), proceeds to
base," a major project designed to collect all pre-1750 references to
describing the dances within each of those contexts (Chapters 3 through
morris dance and ro classify them for study. The stated goal of the
II: "Earliest References ," "Royal Court," "Urban Street," "Church
present work is to build on that database to create a developmental his
Property," "Church Proscription and Prosecution," "Public Stage,"
tory of morris dance. Forrest writes (pp . xvii-xviii):
"Rural Locations," "Assemblies and the Country Dance Hall," and
"Private Premises"), and concludes by looking for patterns and the means
.there was never a time when one could speak of the mor
ris dance (nor is this true today). Under the rubric "morby which evolution of the dance forms occurred (Chapter 12, "End-
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ings"}. There are also four appendices: "Methodological Issues: The
Early Morris Database and Archive"; "Visitation Articles Banning
Morris"; "Mr Isaac's Morris 1716, Transcri ption from Feuillet Notation
by Allan Terry"; and "Extant Churchwardens' Accounts."
As mentioned above, Forrest provides a detailed history of morris
origin theories, but he is not particularly interested in adding to the list.
If forced into a scheme of linear development, his evolutionary model
would essentially track morris from courtly entertainment to a church
supported spectacle sometimes parodying that court entertainment, to
a tool for parish fundraising, to a church-opposed symbol of disorder
and pre-reformation values, to a puritan-opposed and cavalier-supported
symbol of the ills/good of society, and onward. But Forrest portrays a
developmental picture far too complex and diverse ever to fit into some
thing as simple as a straight line out of a single point of origin, so he
focuses instead on examining the various forms of the dance in their
respective contexts. This is a part of the methodology that he espouses
repeatedly throughout the book. It seems to work well in general, but
can sometimes make it hard to step back from any given paragraph and
see an overall picture, as seemingly related items are spread wide across
the book by dint of having appeared at different venues.
Forrest begins with a fascinating discussion of the courtly morris as
an evolution out of the knightly tournament of earlier centuries. He
compares both skeletal structures and contexts of the two and argues
convincingly the strong similarities. He then extends the comparison
to bring church-sponsored ales into the picture. He discusses the "sum
mer lords" of such events as parodies of true nobles, and concludes that
their entertainments should therefore parody those of the real nobles.
It is here that Forrest sees the merger of Robin Hood with morris, for as
morris became a fitting spectacle dance for such occasions, Robin was
adopted as the summer lord. In the remainder of the book Forrest cov
ers the complex forces that acted upon English society in general and
morris in particular over the course of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Central to this discussion is the drastically changing role of
the church, which held a prime position of influence in the develop
ment of morris throughout the period, but which completely reversed
its stance from supporter to opponent.
Annals ofEarly Morris, important as it was, was simply a catalog of
early references; in The History ofMorris Dancing Forrest has undertaken
a much more ambitious project. Work of this SOrt about morris is direly
needed and to be applauded, but given the great limits of extant sources
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Forrest is often reduced to building upon a foundation of unproven
hypotheses. While this does not in itself invalidate anything in his work
(the hypotheses mostly seem reasonable), and indeed it is probably quite
a necessity given the state of hard evidence, it is important to bear in
mind when attempting to follow his arguments. What Forrest writes
on page 55 about some of the earliest references would be well applied
to much of the book: "None of the above conjectures based on these
earliest of sources is meant to be definitive or exhaustive. The inquiries
are merely to point the way and indicate trends to be explored in more
depth as the data grow richer." Speculation and hypotheses are very
important in advancing knowledge in a field, so a careful study of this
book should be a wonderful jumping point for future studies. There is
danger, however, in potential confusion between what Forrest is put
ting forward as solidly based on extant sources and what he speculates.
At times he seems quite aware of this danger and writes accordingly, but
at others he apparently feels on firm enough ground to present his views
as solid argument.
A misguided example of this latter case is how Forrest deals with
relations of morris to other dance forms, specifically late sixteenth cen
tury Italian courtly dance and English country dance of the sixteenth
and early seventeenth centuries. Comparisons to country dance occur
frequently as Forrest attempts to describe the interconnectedness of the
two forms. While I believe Forrest is correct in ascribing some sort of
link, he insists on speaking repeatedly ofsixteenth and early seventeenth
century country dance as if there is solid information on the topic. To
mention just a few instances of this: in a discussion of early sixteenth
century dance he describes country dance "of the period" as being char
acteristically figured (p. 167); in a discussion of stage morris around the
turn of the seventeenth century he mentions the relative popularity of
circular versus longways formations in country dance of the time (p.
224); and in an attempt to present the meaning of country dance in the
late Elizabethan era he remarks on the ease with which ideas from the
Italian contrapassi of the late sixteenth century could have been blended
with English country dance of the time due to similarities in "overall
style, form, and comportment" (pp. 277-81). In all of the above cases
(as in others) Forrest writes as if English country dance of the period
were a known quantity, but it most definitely is not. In the last example
above, he does choose (rightly) to insert a "perhaps" into the sentence
when mentioning Italian rustic dances, but the overall appearance is
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merely to reinforce the authority that he inappropriatdy assumes when
speaking of the English country forms.
In fact very little is known of country dance before Playford pub
lished in 1651; like morris there are numerous references to its exist
ence from at least the late Elizabethan era, bur there is precious little
upon which to base conclusions of "style, form, and comportment."
Certainly hypotheses can (and should) be proposed, bur there is as yet
no pudding in which to find their proof. It is telling that the closest
Forrest comes to producing support for what he presents as the picture
of this early country dance is a reference to a 1937 article by Melusine
Wood. Wood is due some respect as a pioneer in the field, but she has
generally been superceded and is most definitely not a dependable source.
I would be most happy to hear that Forrest has a more reliable source
upon which to base what he presents repeatedly as known evidence, bur
sadly he has declined to offer any such suppOrt within this present work.
Additionally, when Forrest does invoke Wood specifically, it is to present
the argument that circular couple dances of circa 1580 were by 1600
evolving to integrate Italian contrapassi, resulting in the evolution of
both the longways set and formal figured sequences. Forrest (perhaps
still passing on Wood's argument, it is hard to tell) describes the
contrapassi as "Italian figured couple dances predominantly in longways
formation," bur most contrapassi are actually circular dances. There is
even a lovely diagram in Caroso's 1581 Jl Ballarino (a source noted by
Forrest), showing the circular pattern of the dance.
Forrest also appears to be slightly confused on the topic himself.
On page 224 he writes of an emphasis on partners as characteristic of a
country dance, but on page 278 he claims that the "hallmark" of coun
try dances was that "everyone danced together rather than in the iso
lated solitude adeux couples of the courtly dances." There are, in fact,
courtly dances for both individual couples and for longways sets going
back to the fifteenth century dance treatises, the earliest such documents
known to current scholars, and convincingly putting forth anything as
the hallmark of country dances would require a substantial supportive
argument which is here completely absent.
What, then, is the effect on the overall picture painted by Forrest if
a close connection between rural morris and a well understood country
dance for most of the period covered by the book remains unproven?
On page 281 he suggests, essentially, that both dance forms adopted
figures over the course of the sixteenth century, and that this common
feature facilitated an exchange of ideas between the two forms. But with
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the existence of figures in both the rural morris and the country dance
of the time mere speculation (one that seems quite reasonable, at least
in the case of morris, bur speculation all the same) where are we left?
The importance of the link would seem to emerge on pages 317-318,
wherein Forrest argues for the adoption of the longways for six or eight
set as having occurred in the late seventeenth century. His argument
goes along the following lines:
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

"Formal principles of choreography passed from elite to rural
dance in the seventeenth century."
" ... rural morris picked up ideas from (all manner of) country
dances in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries."
" ... it is possible to argue that partim/ar ideas made the transition,
and it is possible to give rough dates when the transition might
have taken place."
" . . .longways dances for six and eight reached their peak of popularity
in the mid-seventeenth century and began to wane by the 1680s."
"Thus, it is a fair assumption that rural morrises around the late
seventeenth century were adopting the general style of the longways
for six or eight that was so popular in Playford's first edition."

Although an unproven point 2 certainly calls this argument into
question, its true weakness lies in points 4 and 5. In point 4 Forrest
reverts to his habit of stating as fact mere speculations concerning the
nature of country dance. Upon what does he base this assertion? Cer
tainly there are many dances of the longways for six or eight style in the
first edition of Playford and certainly those numbers decrease rapidly
in subsequent editions, bur a statement that the style peaked in mid
century presumes definite knowledge of its popularity in the earlier part
of the century, and this is missing, Perhaps (and while this seems more
reasonable it is still speculation) the style peaked much earlier and was
already in decline by the time Playford published. If there was an ex
change of ideas between country dance and rural morris then it is cer
tainly possible that the longways for six or eight style was adopted by
rural morris sometime before this style declined in popularity in the lat
ter part of the seventeenth century. But Forrest, with no other explana
tion, goes way beyond this to assert not only that this possibility is a
"fair assumption," bur also that the adoption occurred precisely during
the twilight of that style's popularity rather than earlier in the century
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(or late in the previous one). Would it not be more reasonable to sug
gest that the transfer occurred as the style was gaining (or peaking) in
popularity?
So it remains an unproven but fair hypothesis that the two forms
interacted with each other and that sometime prior (Q the end of the
seventeenth century morris adopted the longways for six or eight set.
But there are still two very important ramifications (Q be considered.
First, it should be noted that many of the speculations Forrest presents
are quite reasonable theories. That of Italian courtly dance having in
fluenced English dance of the period, for example, is a fascinating theory
worthy of detailed study. The fact remains, however, that Forrest ne
glects (Q label many of these theories as the unsupported assertions that
they are. This is likely (Q mislead those who will attempt (Q build upon
his research in the same way that Forrest describes (p. 4) the old theory
of pagan origins (Q morris becoming "entrenched" following unsubstan
tiated comments being presented as fact in John Brand's Observations
on the Popular Antiquities ofGreat Britain. Second, one could argue that
if there are mistakes in this area of the book then there are likely (Q be
mistakes in other areas as well. The fascinating argument relating the
early courtly morris to remnants of the knightly (Qurnament, for ex
ampk lies in an area in which I personally have far less knowledge than
that of dance, so errors similar to those in the discussions of country
dance might escape undetected in this review. This is said not to sug
gest that there necessarily are hidden errors in that or any other section
of the book, but instead (Q point OUt that a given level of scholarship in
one area warns of the potential for the same elsewhere.
One final point (Q be mentioned is the proper audience for this book.
Make no mistake: this book will be of no use at all (Q anyone who wishes
nothing more than (Q dance morris with his or her team. It is a book
concerned solely with the early historical development of the dance form
and its associated contexts, so the proper audience for it consists mainly
of dance his(Qrians. It will also be of no use to his(Qrical re-enac(Qrs
who wish nothing more than to be told how to perform morris in a given
historical style, although it does contain much information that will be
of value (Q re-enac(Qrs interested in further research in the field.
In conclusion, the book Forrest presents has its faults and is cer
tainly not definitive. It is, however, a good step in an area that has pre
viously lacked even a single book. While there are books documenting
later development, there have previously been only periodical arricles
and a chapter here and there covering the first two documented cemu-
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ries of morris history in England. Now, for all its flaws, there is a com
plete book devoted to this early period. In his concluding chapter Forrest
seems far more concerned with general theories of analysis than with a
specific analysis of morris, and he concludes with the following (p . 362):
\Vhat we can say instead is that all these vexations to draw
boundaries ar~und the field are made irrelevant by a
processual and dialectical approach to performance forms.
There is no part or level of the dialectical model-Gurnre,
class, community, cohort, individual-that can be usefully
isolated as a discrete entity capable of analysis without ref
erence to other parts of the model. ... This work is, there
fore, dedicated to a new vision of a "folk" in the hope that
by not drawing boundaries around them, they may one day
cease to exist as a marginal (or any other kind of) category
defined by \Vestern elites.
Given Forrest's obvious desire to provide not just a morris history but
also a template for future folk-related research, it is more that a bit ironic
to be able (Q criticize the work on points of basic scholarship such as
the proper labeling of speculation. Still, the book does provide large
amounts of good information and interesting speculation in a very read
able presentation, so keeping these caveats firmly in mind it is a worth
while addition to the library of anyone seriously interested in the early
history of morris.
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Truculent Rustics: A Review

Sue Dupre

The Molly dance aficionado's library is a slim one. It might contain
Roy Dommen's volume of notes on Other Morris; the historic arricles
by Worrley, Needham and Peck; no tes from Cyril Papworrh; a few ar
ticles from the EFDSS journals; a pamphlet or two from English Molly
dance teams; a copy of Elaine Bradtke's doctoral thesis, Molly Dancing
and the Seven Champions; and the Molly-dedicated 21 . Anniversary Is
sue of the American Morris Newsletter [Vol. 21, No.2] . But 1999 saw
the publication of a substantial booklet entirely about Molly dancing.
Elaine Bradtke's booklet with the wonderful name, Truculent Rustics:
Molly Dancing in East Anglia before 1940, is a welcome addition to the
library.
Truculent Rustics is an expansion of a chapter from Bradtke's un
published thesis, laying out a good overview of historic Molly dancing
and exploring its roots. In general , it relies on the citation of secondary
sources rather than primary sources. The fo rty page booklet includes
sections tided: "Plough Monday"; "Riots, protests and misrule"; "Black
face and transvestism"; "Rough Music;" "Cadging"; "Molly Dancers";
and "The Dances. " The booklet contains an especially interesting ap
pendix, "Molly Dancers before 1940, by village, " listing historic Molly
dance information for more than 50 villages. Truculent Rustics also con
tains two wonderful photos of the Litde Downham Molly Dancers in
1932.
I was delighted by the photos and wish there had been more, I was
educated and informed by the collection ofsolid Molly dance informa
tion, and I was tickled to read that a journalist in 1876 had written that
a Molly dancer " ... dances about as gracefully as the hippopotami ."
Finally, a style note from the past that I could use to shape the dancing
of my own team! I was also intrigued by the speculations concerning
the origins of Molly dancing. On the other hand, I should note that I
found the sociopolitical discussions about the origins and various as
pects of M olly dancing to be the least satisfying aspect of Tru culent
Rustics. The booklet quotes and cites modern authors who seem un
11

About the Author: Jeremy H . Kessler cannot remember a ti me
when he was no t involved in some form of dance. He has been study
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cannily cerrain that their asserrions are facr rather than thesis and specu
lation. In their defense, it should be noted that they present a relatively
united view, but I prefer a recognition that their ideas are not yet estab
lished face. I found myself wishing that some of the statements in Tru
culent Rustics were better supported. For example, the secrion on "Riots,
protests and misrule" offers the statement that "In pre-industrial En
gland, many of the rioters were women." I would have appreciated a
citation for such a flat statement. However, I enjoyed the intriguing
speculation that the appearance of women during riots may have en
couraged men to appear in female dress when they engaged in their own
riotous behavior on Plough Monday.
An overview like Truculent Rustics is valuable pardy because it lays
out what is known so that interested persons can find a starring point
for new research. And it is important that modern-day Molly dancers
understand the roOtS of this tradition, even when a team's style and
philosophy of performance has diverged considerably from the historic
form. But this booklet does not need to be limited to a Molly dance
audience. The cultural issues and economic and political pressures that
influenced the development of Molly dancing have also been impor
tant in the history and development of other English display dances and
customs. For example, the discussion of blackface and disguise is rel
evant beyond Molly dancing.
Some day I hope that I'll find a book as readable as Truculent Rus
tics that uses primary sources to provide greater access to the voices of
the past, but Truculent Rustics is a welcome booklet, full of details about
the practice of Molly dancing in the last 150 years or so. At $7.50 per
copy, Truculent Rustics is highly affordable and may well become my
favorite hostess gift to my ritual dance friends.

•
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About the Author:

Sue Dupre has been a member of Griggstown
Lock, a rapper sword team, and foreman of Shandygaff Longsword.
Seven years ago, she co-founded Handsome Molly, a mixed Molly side
based in Princeton, New Jersey, and has been its foreman since then.
Sue, who has made the necessary Molly pilgrimage to England, has
taught MoHy dancing at various dance camps and workshops.
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Kits Point Sword,
Little Mountain Step an' Clog,
T iddley Cove M orris &
The Vancouver M orris Men
Are very pleased to invite you to attend our
Ale to be held
August

25th~27th.

2000.

Our location is the city of

Vancouver, British Columbia,
on Canada's West Coast, which from past Ale
experience in '92 & '97, has been booked up
months ahead. We realize there is a lot
of coordination and planning for your side
to get to Vancouver, and we would be
delighted if you decide to come.
To confirm your side's attendance at the Vancouver Ale we
will require $30.00 U.S. deposit per person attending to be re
ceived by May 1, 2000
one cbeque/money order per side please.
The cost per person attending the Ale is $90 U.S. and the
balance of the Ale fee is due by
July 1, 2000
By train, plane, automobile or ship, don't miss this trip
Reply straight way and send us a cheque
To make sure your side is on our deck.
(Contin ued)
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(Vancouver Ale, Contin ued)
Yes, we ' re interested in your Ale and would like to receive a registration package.

NameofSide ______________________________________
Number Arrending&-___________________________________
Concact Name------------------------------------Mailing Address.__________________________________

E-Mail Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone Number______________________________________
F~Nwmber

______________________________________

Cheque/Money Order Enclosed: $

u.s. Dollars

Please mail complered form (deadline May 1. 2000) and a cheque/
money order,* for $30.00 u.s., per person (*one cheque per side)
made ou[ [0:
Lammas Ale
c/o Sandi Cleary, 8566-144<h. Smet, Surrey,
British Columbia, Canada, V3W 5T7.
Phone: 604-590-2945
E-mail: cleary@imergate.bc.ca
Vancouver Morris Men's Website: www.vancouvermorrismen.org
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